Abstract. We study here the problem of solving the traditional n-queens puzzle by a group of homogeneous reactive robots. We have devised two general and decentralized behaviour-based algorithms that solve the puzzle for N mobile robots. They all make a depth-first search with backtracking "in the wild" guaranteeing "in principle" a solution. In the first one, there is a predefined precedence order in the group; each robot has local sensing (sonar), a GPS, and is able to communicate with the previous and next group elements. In the other algorithm, there is only local sensing ability and a GPS. There is neither a predefined group order nor any peer-to-peer communication between the robots. We have validated our algorithms in a simulation context.
Introduction
The n-queens puzzle is a standard example of the Deliberative Paradigm in Artificial Intelligence (AI). We have to find a way of disposing n chess queens on a board where there are no queens attacking each other. Solving this puzzle is considered an intelligent task and it is generally done by a reasoning process, operating on a symbolic internal model.
Recent research on autonomous agents tried to deal with the deficiencies of this paradigm for action-oriented tasks, such as its brittleness, inflexibility, no real time operation, dependence on well structured environments, and so on. Reactive robotics and Behaviour based robotics are new developed ideas on how autonomous agents should be organized in order to effectively cope with these type of tasks.
Behaviour based AI [1, 5] was inspired by "the society of mind" of Minsky [6] where many small and relatively simple elements act in parallel each handling their own are of expertise. Intelligent behaviour arises from two sources: the interaction between multiple units running in parallel and the interaction between the agent and its environment. We use here the behaviour concept of Mataric [5] where a behaviour is a control law for reaching/maintaining a particular goal. In general, a behaviour is based on the sensory input but the notion of internal state can also be included. In fact, the concept of behaviour is an abstraction for agent control, hiding the low-level details of control parameters, allowing task and goal specification in terms of highlevel primitives. Attainment goals imply a terminal state: reaching a home region or rotating n degrees clockwise. In contrast, persistence goals are never attained but persist in time: avoiding obstacles is a good example of this type of goal. The reactive paradigm [2] requires that an agent respond directly to each situation without deliberation and planning. He has to find locally the necessary information in order to act. The situation affords the action. Another important concept is the fact that robots are embedded in the real world. They are spatially located entities, they have a body, and so they have to be facing some direction, having some objects in view. The idea is to take into account this inevitable fact in order to simplify cognitive tasks and the associated machinery.
We present two different kind of homogeneous and reactive robot groups, that are able to collectively solve the n-queens puzzle. Using only sonars and a GPS, they are able to collectively search externally for a solution, making a depth-first search "on the wild" and guaranteeing "in principle" a solution to the puzzle.
The second section describes the distributed depth-first search with backtracking that is behind our implementations. In section 3, we describe the simulation platform. The fourth section we present and discuss the implementations, using Player/Stage simulation system [3, 7] and Aglets workbench [4] . Finally, we present our conclusions in section 5.
A distributed depth-first search, in the world, with back tracking
Let's consider we have four agents living in a world that includes a 4*4 grid. Their names are Shandy, Cossery, Hrabal and Erofeev, and this enumeration order corresponds to the group precedence order. Each agent is has no cognitive capacities relying on perceptual, motor and communicative actions. An individual is able to detect others (attacks) on the precedent rows (top), along columns and diagonals of his current patch-this capacity is not cognitive but simply perceptional. Every agent, each one in the respective row, waits outside the board, until the precedent agent asks them to execute their individual behaviours, which are completely identical (see next figure). What is the individual behaviour? It is very simple, each one explores their respective row, from left to right, in order to find a non-attacked patch. If the agent finds one good patch, he stops there, and just in case he is not the last group element, asks the next agent to look for a patch in the following row. Otherwise, when he does not find a non-attacked patch on the row and also when he is not the first agent, he will ask the precedent agent to look himself for a new patch, that is, to backtrack. The group stops when the last agent finds a good patch, solving the problem collectively, or in the worst case when the first agent explores completely the first row (no solution was found). Let us see how they do it.
As Shandy is the first agent, we have to give him a hand and ask him to begin his behaviour. Shandy finds immediately a non-attacked patch (the first one) and asks Cossery (the next one on the precedence order) to look for a good patch. Cossery explores his row from left to right and stops on the third patch, asking Hrabal to go. Hrabal will try to find a free patch but there is no free patch. When he arrives to the row end he will ask Cossery to find a new patch, that is, to backtrack, and Hrabal will start going towards his initial position. Now, Hrabal-remember he has already received a message from Cosserywould look for a safe patch and the group would go on exploring collectively the external problem space until finding a solution. We can see that the group is doing a depth-first search with a backtracking, not by using a reasoning process upon a symbolic state space, but is doing it in the world in a distributed fashion. Therefore, a solution to the problem is guaranteed in case it exists. There is an exhaustive board exploration from top to bottom and from right to the left. It is why the agents do not need to verify the bottom attacks. This algorithm does not depend on the number of agents, being well adapted to any board, solving the general n-queens puzzle.
It is important to notice that in general a backtracking process demands memory resources. In our algorithm, memory is not necessary because agents are exploring from left to right, which is coded in individual behaviours. This is due to the particularities of the puzzle structure, which our agents take into account. When an agent arrives to the row end, he has surely explored every patch on that same row and its time to send a message to the previous agent. We have to remark that we do not need two types of messages, just one: look for the next free patch. The agent that has just sent a message has now to wait for a forthcoming message from his partner while he repositions himself on the startup place. Now he will again explore his row, but for a new partner position.
Our agent has a body and he is always facing a certain direction: he is situated. Therefore, head movement corresponds to a kind of active perception. In order to verify that the patch underneath is not attacked he has to move his head towards the direction of the column and diagonals (North, North-west, North-east) and watch. We assume, due to body limitations, that he is not able to face the three directions at once, implying a sequence of three consecutive turns for testing if a patch is attacked. He will first watch the column, then the left diagonal and finally the right diagonal. But as soon as he detects another agent he will go to the next patch. Our algorithm depends on the agent body! The agents' behaviour can be described by a finite-state-automata, where we associate actions with state transitions. We should stress that north direction corresponds to 0º and east to 90º (increasing clockwise). The finite-state machine diagram is depicted in figure 6 . Let us describe the conditions and actions of the algorithm.
Conditions: Attacked: Is the agent seeing another individual along the direction he is facing.
Inside: The agent is inside the board area? Message: Did the agent receive a message?
Go Hrabal Actions Goto origin-x origin-y: Go to initial position. Goto-next-cell: go forward along the row towards next cell. This implies to walk forward some distance, the cell length. Sethead Dir: Turn body towards a certain direction. Signal-previous: Send the message "GO" to the previous agent, in case he exists. Signal-next: Send the message "GO" to the next agent, in case he exists. 
Architecture: Player/Stage and Aglets
We have built a tool designed to aid the construction and management of simple behaviour based agents that control robots in a simulated environment. This framework is based on two different tools: the extended Aglets multiagent platform and the Player/Stage environment for robotics simulation. The framework links these two heterogeneous environments into a single platform, providing us with a tool for construct and an environment to experiment agents. The resulting testbed merges the Aglets platform features and the dynamic and unpredictable characteristics of the Player/Stage environment producing a tool capable of combining social and physical aspects of agents into a single experiment. In the next figure we present an architecture overview of the interaction of the Aglets platform and the Player/Stage environment
The Aglets framework consists in a set of Java class libraries on a top of a Javabased mobile agent framework. The system presented extends the original framework in order to provide a set of new capabilities to the agents and to the system designer.
The Player/Stage platform simulates a team of mobile robots moving and sensing in a two-dimensional environment. The robots behaviours are controlled by the Player component of the system. The Stage component provides a set of virtual devices to the Player, various sensors models, like a camera, a sonar and a laser, and actuators models, like motors and a gripper. It also controls the physical laws of robot This tool provides a controllable framework to test and experiment in a simple robotic environment. Integrating this tool with the Aglet platform, allowed us to add some new features to the environment and to associate an Aglet to manage each robot. This Aglet controls the robot behaviour using the Player interface (sensing and actuating), and it is capable of communicate with the other Aglets (robots) through the platform. This extension provides the robots with a communicating channel (peer to peer and broadcast) that provides them with complex message exchange capabilities. Additionally we add a GPS to the system, providing the robot with the knowledge of its absolute position in the environment.
We also associate a simple console command line and display to each Aglet. Through this console is possible to track the Aglet execution and communicate directly with it. We also add the possibility of add a special Aglet without a robot attached. This Aglet revealed itself useful to track the Aglet simulation and to communicate with the other agents, for instance, to broadcast a message to all of them.
To simplify the design of the robot behaviour we choose to describe it using CLIPS. The CLIPS language is a rule-based language with a forward chaining based reasoning engine. The user can define the robot behaviour in terms of first order logic rules, in the form of pairs conditions/actions. To support the feature we had to incorporate in our Aglets the Jess CLIPS interpreter engine.
The Queen Robots
We are going to discuss the implementations of the algorithm described in section 2, for the 4-queens puzzle, using the Aglets + Player/Stage simulation environment. 
The board
The sonar and GPS gives us values in the millimetre scale, so we have to draw a virtual world, a free space with no obstacles, where we can "imagine" our board. We consider that each patch is centred on a precise point in the board. A robot is considered inside a particular patch if he is near the patch centre. For example, in world with dimension 20000*20000, the board could be the square subpart of the world, from (10000,11000) to (13000 14000). Initially all the robots will be in their initial positions outside of the board. They will be in the column immediately to the left of this imaginary board. (The top robot initial position will be (10000,10000), the second robot initial position will be (10000,11000), and so on).
The robot body
In the next figure we have an image of the simulated robots we are working. They are equipped with 16 sonars and a GPS. Notice it is oriented 135 degrees.
As we may see in the robot body, the only sonars that we are going to use for attack detection will be the two laterals on the left side of the robot (indicated by the arrows). In order for the robot to detect attacks along the column and both diagonals he has to turn towards 0º, 45º and 135º; in order to go along the line he will be orientated towards 90º and when he is returning to the initial position he will be heading 270º. The robot orientation in the figure allows him to detect attacks on the right diagonal. 
Situations/Behaviours
It is easy to implement the three conditions of the robot behaviour: (1) condition attacked, a robot is considered attacked if he detects a value on the two left lateral sensors which is less than the maximum sonar range, which means there is another robot in that direction. The robot does not need to know that the obstacle is a robot; the fact that there are no obstacles in the world simplifies perception abilities. (2) Condition message, each Aglet controlling the robot has a mailbox and it is trivial to verify if it has received a message. Finally (3) condition inside, each robot has a notion of the right end of the board and so when its GPS indicates that he is outside, the condition inside is considered false.
We have implemented behaviours, which correspond to the actions on the finitestate machine. The message services are already provided by our Aglets+player/stage platform. We have built several high-level behaviours that satisfy attainment goals, based on the Stage primitives (related with sonar, GPS and motor): forward x: go forward x millimetres (a negative x means to go backwards). This behaviour has not an absolute precision. When the robot has covered a distance superior to x it stops. goto x y: go to a particular patch. We can not have precision here either. When the robot is at a distance inferior to a certain small parameter (for example 80 mm) it stops seth n: set heading towards the direction n. This behaviour is precise.
We have also what we can call a composite behaviour that corresponds to an ordered sequence of any number of behaviours. This way we can ask the robot, for example, to go forward 1000 mm, set the heading towards 0º and finally to go forward 700.
Robots with peer-to-peer communication
We have run simulations with a group of four robots where we have fixed a precedence order between them. Each robot knows who is its precedent and next partners, if they exist. The first and last robots only have one partner. In general, the group is able to solve the n-queens puzzle but due to imprecision and noise sometimes the group does not converge towards a problem solution. For example, the robot can go out of the board too early after stopping only three times, also the robot can be displaced from a free patch centre, detecting obstacle which should not be detected for that patch. The robot stops around a certain point but small errors can be amplified, due to imprecision and noise as we said before.
Robots without communication
In this second implementation, we tried to eliminate direct communication between robots. They do not know the id's of their precedent and next partners anymore. They will communicate by interfering with others, that is, by entering in the perceptual field of their partners-it is a kind of behavioural communication, a communicative act. This time, if a robot has found a free patch it will go down into the next row in order to interfere with the next robot sonars. It will do it after waiting a fixed period of time that will be explained later. For this robot, this interference corresponds to the message go of the first implementation. To detect this behavioural signal the robots must be positioned facing south when they are in the initial position or when they are occupying a free patch-the two situations robots are in when they receive a signal To be signalled is to detect an obstacle in the same two sonars as before.
In the next sequence of snapshots we see the four robots initially positioned, all facing south (180º); the first robot begins exploring its row and finds a free patch; at this time he goes down into the next row in order to call the second robot and returns to his free position; this last robot begins now explore its row. Now, the second robot will find its free place and will go down signalling the third robot. This will try to find also a free patch, stopping around each patch centre, but there is none, so it will go up and signals the second robot to find a new free patch and return to its initial place. (Figure 9 ) Fig. 10 . The third robot is exploring without success its row and when it goes out of the board, it goes up signalling the second robot. This one finds a new free patch while the third robot is going back to the start position.
It could happen that a robot signals the next robot before this one arrives to its initial position, during the backtracking phase. Therefore, a robot after testing that a patch is not attacked it will wait some time before signalling the next robot. This waiting time, guarantees, in general, that the next robot will be positioned in the initial position and facing south in order to detect the interference. We built a new behaviour wait t, i.e., wait t seconds doing nothing.
We made several simulations and in the most part, the group achieved a solution, but, sometimes, due again to certain imprecisions and delays, the solution was not attained. For example, sometimes the robot takes a very long time to go to the start position and the robot on top has signalled him already. Thus the signal is lost and the group is not enough robust to recuperate.
We have made a slight improvement on robot behaviour. When a robot executes its signalling ritual to the next robot it will do it several times until the other acknowledges it has received the message. So a robot in a free patch will be faced south and will go down and up signalling the next robot. So when he returns to its position he waits sometime with its right lateral sonars activated. The signalled robot, before starting row exploration, goes up to the previous row in order to interfere with the right sonars of his partner, acknowledging him that he has received the go message. This way we overcome most of the problems of the latter implementation.
Conclusions
We have presented a n-queens puzzle general distributed algorithm for real robots, using concepts and techniques derived from Behaviour-Based and Reactive AI. The notion of body plays also an important role in this algorithm: the attack detection is not cognitive, but only perceptional. Our main goal is to try to adapt to the real world, algorithms that are traditionally made on the cognitive level. The solution does not result from a reasoning process on a mental model. It is produced in a distributed way by very simple homogeneous artificial entities, embedded in the world. Our idea was not to compete in terms of efficiency with traditional algorithms, but rather study how we can manage the interaction between agents and the world in order to simplify choice and to diminish cognitive load.
We expect that the procedure we devised as an exhaustive collective search externally, without a symbolic space state, structuring reality and behaviour can be transferred to other more realistic situations. We think that our work can be a contribution towards mastering the design of real agents, which are not individually very complex, but can solve problems at the collective level in dynamic environments with incomplete information.
Using a platform where we mix the Aglets workbench and Player/Stage robot simulator, we have made two implementations of the algorithm. In the first one, robots are able to communicate directly with each other and in the second, robots rely only on perception.
